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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW:   TEAM INDIA 
    SHIV CHAWRASIA & SEENAPPA CHIKKARANGAPPA  
25 November 2016  
 

 

 

Q.  SSP, how did it feel? 

 

SHIV CHAWRASIA:  Yeah, we feel great today because we shoot 6 under and play both 

good today, yeah.  And next two day we looking forward. 

 

Q.  Chikka, was that a (inaudible)?  

 

SEENAPPA CHIKKARANGAPPA:  Yeah, I think I didn't have a good start on the front nine, 

I was kind of here and there, but somehow I managed to just come back well on the back 

nine and give some confidence to my partner at least.  I was a bit off on the front nine but 

managed to get some birdies.  Overall, I think 6 under's a good round to finish. 

 

Q.  Was it a team contribution with both of you equally contributing with your birdies?  

 

SEENAPPA CHIKKARANGAPPA:  It's absolutely because I've been more supported by my 

partner because whenever I hit bad shot or even when I'm not, he just kept telling me it's 

okay, it's all right, just stay in there, just try and think of the shot and just play whatever and 

there's nothing to lose, just go out there and enjoy ourself and just do that.  I did well on the 

back nine. 

 

Q.  SSP, top-6 position right now going into the weekend rounds.  Must be quite 

pleased with this position. 

 

SHIV CHAWRASIA:  Well, we just trying to hold the position and tomorrow we're trying to 

do a little bit more back there because I know the leader right now is 11 under so we are 

five, six behind, and two days to go and this course anything can happen so we just play our 

own game and that's it. 

 

Q.  Chikka, back to alternate shot tomorrow, is a bit harder.  Were there any lessons 

that you guys learned yesterday that you can apply for tomorrow?   

 

SEENAPPA CHIKKARANGAPPA:  Yeah, obviously yesterday obviously playing in that 

condition and we played the format before so basically it was the kind of you're feeling 

(inaudible) and also getting your next shot off a couple of probably 15 minutes or 30 minutes 

later, so we just have to keep warm and keep our self in good shape.  So we've learned from 

that and hopefully tomorrow just go out there and do better. 
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Q.  SSP, last question, what will be the main thing for you guys to do tomorrow? 

 

SHIV CHAWRASIA:  We just focusing on we hit ball straight in the fairway, and them green.  

We get more birdie chances if we hit a green, so that's tomorrow really focus.  Hit green and 

get more birdie chances. 
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